We present new theorems of modular termination checking for second-order computation. They are useful for proving termination of higher-order programs and foundational calculi. Moreover, they offer a decomposition technique for difficult termination problems. Our proof is based on two SN-preserving translations and nontrivial use of Blanqui's General Schema: a syntactic criterion of strong normalisation (SN). The first translation is to attach partial terms to the original system, which is a variation of author's previous work on higher-order semantic labelling. The second is to translation it to an explicit substitution system, which makes it possible to apply our modularity theorem. Experimental results obtained with our implementation SOL demonstrate that this modular SN is effective for application to various problems.
Introduction
Computation rules such as the β-reduction of the λ-calculus and arrangement of letexpressions are fundamental mechanisms of functional programming. Computation rules for modern functional programming are necessarily higher-order and are presented as a λ-calculus extended with extra rules such as rules of let-expressions or first-order algebraic rules like "0 + x → x".
Termination property is one of the most important properties of such a calculus because it is a key to ensuring the decidability of properties of the calculus. A powerful termination checking method is always needed in theory and in practice as in the situations presented below:
(i) Agda performs termination checking for decidable type checking. (ii) Coq also requires termination of programs and proofs for decidable type checking. (iii) Haskell's type families [10, 9] have several syntactic restrictions on the form of type instances to ensure termination. (iv) Haskell's rewrite rule pragma [30] has no restriction on the form to ensure termination. Actually, this might be dangerous because the compiler may go into an infinite loop. Ideally, some termination checking of rewrite rules before compilation is necessary.
In this paper, by termination, we mean strong normalisation (in short, SN) meaning that any computation path has a finite length.
Necessity of modular termination checking. In the situations listed above, termination is ideally checked modularly. Several reasons for it can be given.
(i) A user program is usually built on various library programs. Rather than checking termination of the union of the user and library program at once, ensuring termination of library programs beforehand, and we just want to prove termination of only a user program at compile time to ensure termination of the whole program.
(ii) For a well-known terminating calculus (such as the typed λ-calculus), one often extends it by adding extra computation rules to enrich the computation power. Usually, proving termination of the extended calculus directly by hand is difficult. If merely proving termination of the extra rule part suffices to conclude termination of the extended calculus, then the termination proof becomes much easier.
However, this modular methodology has not been applicable to general termination problems because, in general, strong normalisation is not modular. There are examples which show that, given two separated terminating computation rule sets A and B, the disjoint union A ⊎ B is not terminating [41] . Although unrestricted modular termination does not hold, for several restricted classes, modular termination results have been investigated. First-order algebraic rules. For first-order algebraic rules, the disjoint union of leftlinear complete first-order rewrite systems [42] admits modular termination. However, the use of merely first-order rules is insufficient for practical applications such as functional programming and proof assistance. The λ-calculus extended with first-order algebraic rules. For the case of extending the λ-calculus with first-order algebraic rules, several results has been obtained, e.g. Okada [35] has proved that modularity of SN for union of the simply-typed (resp. polymorphic) λβ-calculus and a confluent first-order term rewriting system (TRS). Other related results are modularity of SN for the polymorphic λβη-calculus + TRS [8] , the λ-cube rewriting+non-duplicating TRS [2] , λβ-calculus higher-order rules without λabstraction [37, Thm. 5.2.7] . Termination criteria for higher-order pattern rules. Extension with first-order algebraic rules is still insufficient for practical applications. To overcome this difficulty, several termination criteria for higher-order pattern rules have been established, including the following.
(i) The General Schema [3, 4] -based on Tait's computability (ii) Higher-order recursive path ordering [31] -based on computability (iii) Hereditary monotone functional interpretation [36] -based on model theory By a higher-order pattern rule, we mean that the left-hand side is a Miller's higher-order pattern [34] , and the rule is matched by higher-order matching, not just by matching modulo α-renaming. This class of rules is more general than ordinary higher-order functional programs, such as Haskell's programs and rewrite rules, where the left-hand sides are first-order patterns. This class is important as a proper extension of earlier results. For example, the class includes the encoding of β-reduction rule lam(x.M[x])@N ⇒ M[N] and the η-reduction rule lam(x.(L@x)) ⇒ L as sample higher-order pattern rules, where the metavariable L cannot contain the variable x, although M can contain x because of higher-order patterns and matching. As a criteria ((i),(ii), or (iii)) checks each rule one-by-one, they provide modular termination checking. However, this modular check is possible only when one uses a single criterion, which we call "homogeneous modularity", as discussed in §3.
Therefore, for example, one can check termination of a rule set C by dividing it to two disjoint rule sets A and B and by checking the termination of each separately using a single criterion, say the General Schema. However, to date, mixing the criteria has been impossible. Even if one can check termination of A by the General Schema and termination B by functional interpretation, one cannot infer termination of C = A ⊎ B using the existing results. This paper: modular termination of two second-order computation systems. This paper presents a solution for the problem described above by providing new two modular termination theorems for second-order computation. Modular Termination Theorem II (Thm. 23) in §5 is stated as: given two disjoint second-order computation systems A and B that can share constructors and which can use only positive types, then if A with projection rules is SN and B is SN by the General Schema, A ⊎ B is again SN.
Modular termination Theorem I (Thm. 22) is more general and have several subtle syntactic conditions on A and B. To the best of the author's knowledge, these theorems are the first reported modular termination theorems for general second-order computation systems that admit heterogeneous termination techniques.
By a second-order computation system, we mean a set of rules consisting of terms that may involve second-order typed terms. The limitation to second-order is irrelevant to the type structure of the object language. Second-order abstract syntax [16, 13] has been demonstrated as able to encode higher-order terms of any-order. Also, a welldeveloped model theory exists for second-order syntax: algebras on presheaves and Σmonoids [16, 21, 22] . It is important for termination techniques based on interpretation in models [23] (see §3 (S1)).
Using these foundations, we have formulated various higher-order calculi and have checked their decidability using the tool SOL, second-order laboratory [25, 26, 20, 27] . Theoretically, second-order computation systems are computational counterparts of second-order algebraic theories [15, 14] . Staton demonstrated that second-order algebraic theories are a useful framework that models various important notions of programming languages such as logic programming [38] , algebraic effects [39, 17] , and quantum computation [40] . Our modular termination checking method is applicable to algebraic theories of these applications.
Our proof of modular termination is based on two SN-preserving translations and nontrivial use of the General Schema by Blanqui [3, 4] . The first translation is to attach suitable partial terms (i.e. terms with ⊥) to the original system, which is a variation of the author's previous work on higher-order semantic labelling [23] , which establishes Modular Termination Theorem I. The second is a translation to an explicit substitution system [7] , which makes it possible to apply the first modularity theorem to establish Modular Termination Theorem II. We present various examples and evaluation to demonstrate our theorem's effectiveness in §6. The modular termination theorems are actually effective, as might be apparent in Fig. 4 in §6 and Fig. 5 in Appendix.
Organisation. This paper is organised as follows. We first introduce the framework of this paper, second-order computation systems in §2. We next give an overview of our proof of modularity theorem of strong normalisation in §3. We first give an introduction to the General Schema, and explain its usage, merits, weakness and improvements. Based on these analysis, we sketch the proof strategy of our new modular SN theorem. In §5, we formally prove the theorem. In §6, we demonstrate applications of the theorem through several examples. Appendix presents full details of the relevant definitions and proof sketches.
Second-Order Computation Systems
In this section, we introduce a formal framework of second-order computation based on second-order algebraic theories [14, 15] . This framework has been used as the foundation of SOL system [25] . Fig. 1 . Typing rules of meta-terms Notation 1. The notation A ⊎ B denotes the disjoint union of two sets, where A ∩ B = ∅ is supposed. We use the notation A for a sequence A 1 , · · · , A n , and |A| for its length. We abbreviate the words left-hand side as "lhs", right-hand side as "rhs", first-order as "FO" and higher-order as "HO".
Types. We assume that A is a set of atomic types (e.g. Bool, Nat, etc.) We assume that the set of molecular types (or mol types for short) T is generated by atomic types and type constructors is the least set satisfying T = A ∪ {T (a 1 , . . . , a n ) | a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ T , T is an n-ary type constructor}. By a type constructor T of arity n, we mean that it takes n-mol types a 1 , . . . , a n and gives a mol type T (a 1 , . . . , a n ). Note that we do not regard "→" as a type constructor (in our sense). We usually write mol types as a, b, c, . . .. Terms. A signature Σ is a set of function symbols of the form f : (
where all a i , b i , c are mol types (thus any function symbol is of up to secondorder type). A sequence of types may be empty in the above definition. The empty sequence is denoted by (), which may be omitted, e.g., b 1 , . . . , b m → c , or () → c. The latter case is simply denoted by c.
Example 2. The simply typed λ-terms on base types Ty are modeled in our setting as follows. Suppose that Arr is a type constructor. The set T of all mol types is the least set satisfying T = Ty ∪ {Arr(a, b) | a, b ∈ T }, i.e., the set of all simple types. The λ-terms are given by a signature
Note that Arr(a, b) is a mol type, but function types a → b are not mol types. A type is either a mol type or function type. We use Greek letters τ,σ to denote types. A metavariable is a variable of (at most) first-order function type, declared as M : a → b (written as capital letters M, N, K, . . .). A variable is always of a molecular type written usually x, y, . . ., or sometimes written x b when it is of type b. The raw syntax is given as follows.
-Terms have the form t :
These forms are respectively variables, abstractions, and function terms, and the last form is called a meta-application, meaning that when we instantiate M : a → b with a term s, free variables of s (which are of types a) are replaced with (meta-)terms t 1 , . . . , t n . We may write x 1 , . . . , x n . t (or x.t) for x 1 . · · · .x n . t, and we assume ordinary α-equivalence for bound variables. We also assume that every bound variable and free variable are distinct in computation steps to avoid α-renaming during computation. If computation rules do not satisfy this property, we consider suitable variants of the rules by renaming free/bound variables. A metavariable context Θ is a sequence of (metavariable:type)-pairs, and a context Γ is a sequence of (variable:mol type)-pairs. A judgment is of the form Θ ⊲ Γ ⊢ t : b. If Θ is empty, we may simply write Γ ⊢ t : b. A meta-term t is well-typed by the typing rules Fig. 1 .
Contextual sets of meta-terms. In the proofs of this paper, we will use the structure of type and context-indexed sets. A contextual set A is a family {A b (Γ) | b ∈ T , context Γ} of sets indexed by types and variable contexts. Set operations such as ∪, ⊎, ∩ are extended to contextual sets by index-wise constructions, such as A ∪ B by
Throughout this paper, for a contextual set A, we simply write a ∈ A if there exist b, Γ such that a ∈ A b (Γ). The indices are usually easily inferred from context. A map f : A → B between contextual sets is given by indexed
Examples of contextual sets are the contextual sets of meta-terms M Σ Z and of terms T Σ V defined by
The substitution of terms for variables, denoted by t {x 1 → s 1 , . . . , x n → s n }, is ordinary capture avoiding substitution that replaces variables x 1 : a 1 , . . . , x n : a n in t with terms s 1 , . . . , s n . An assignment θ : {M 1 , . . . , M k } → T Σ V is a map from metavariables to terms, denoted by θ = [M 1 → x 1 .s 1 , . . . , M k → x k .s k ]. We write θ ♯ (e) for application of θ to a meta-term e, to mean that every M i (occurring as M i [t]) in e is replaced with s i , whose free variables x i are replaced with t.
Remark 3. The syntactic structure of meta-terms and substitution for abstract syntax with variable binding was introduced by Aczel [1] . This formal language allowed him to consider a general framework of rewrite rules for calculi with variable binding.
Computation rules. For meta-terms Z ⊲ ⊢ ℓ : b and Z ⊲ ⊢ r : b using a signature Σ, a computation rule is of the form Z ⊲ ⊢ ℓ ⇒ r : b satisfying:
(i) ℓ is a Miller's second-order pattern [34] , i.e., a meta-term in which every occurrence of meta-application in ℓ is of the form M[x 1 , . . . , x n ], where x 1 , . . . , x n are distinct bound variables. (ii) all metavariables in r appear in ℓ.
Note that ℓ and r are meta-terms without free variables, but may have free metavariables. We will omit the context and type information of judgment and simply write ℓ ⇒ r if they are clear from the context. A computation system (CS) is a pair (Σ, C) of a signature and a set C of computation rules consisting of Σ-meta-terms. We write s ⇒ C t to be one-step computation using C obtained by the inference system given in Fig. 2 . From the viewpoint of pattern matching, (Rule) means that a computation system uses the decidable second-order pattern matching [34] for one-step computation (cf. [25, Sec.6.1]) not just syntactic matching. We regard ⇒ C to be a binary relation on terms. We write ⇒ * C for the reflexive transitive closure, ⇒ + C for the transitive closure, and ⇐ C for the converse of ⇒ C .
The General Schema
This section briefly reviews the definitions and the property of GS criterion [3, 4] . For space reason, we omit some details. For more details, see Appendix A, or for the complete definitions and the proofs, see the original papers [3, 4] . 
where Acc(t) is the least set satisfying the following clauses:
Definition 6. A computation system (Σ, C) induces the call relation on a signature Σ: f calls g if there is a rule defining f (i.e. whose left-hand side is headed by f ) in the righthand side of which g occurs. Its reflexive and transitive closure is a preorder denoted by ≥ d C , the associated equivalence relation is denoted by = (Σ,C) , and the associated strict order is denoted by > d C .
Definition 7. Given f ∈ Σ, the computable closure CC f (t) of a meta-term f (t) is the least set CC satisfying the following clauses. All the meta-terms below are well-typed.
where ⊲ lex is the lexicographic extension of the strict part of covered-subterm ordering (which is a subterm ordering extended with binders as prefixes).
The labels (meta M) etc. are used for references in a termination proof using GS (cf. §3). The lexicographic extension ⊲ lex can be left-to-right or right-to-left comparison, or possibly multiset comparison according to f (so-called "status"). A computation system C satisfies GS if for every f (t) ⇒ r, CC f (t) ∋ r.
Theorem 8. Suppose that given a signature Σ and rules C satisfy: (i) the type order > T is well-founded, (ii) every constructor is positive, (iii) the call relation > d C is wellfounded, (iv) C satisfies GS, then C is strongly normalising.
Overview: Motivating the Proof of Modular SN
This section presents an overview of our proof of modular strong normalisation theorem by explaining ideas used in the proof. Before presenting the proof ideas, we provide an introduction to the General Schema (GS) technique for proving strong normalisation. Subsequently, we explain its usage, benefits, weakness, and improvements. These analyses and succeeding developments constitute the basis of our new modularity result.
First, we consider the computation rules of Gödel's System T written in our notation of computation system. Descriptions "sigT = [signature|" and "|]", and "sysT = [rule|" and "|]" present the beginning and end of the signature and the rule specification in our termination/confluence checking tool SOL [25] , implemented using Template Haskell. It consists of the β-reduction rule and the recursor rec on natural numbers. The signature for lam and app corresponds to Σ stl in §2. The mol type Arr(a,b) encodes a function type a → b of any order in the System T. Also, sysT is a second-order computation system. This example also demonstrates that second-order computation system can express λ-calculus of any order (not only second-order) using molecular types. This is SN. We explain the proof by GS. It is a stepwise comparison of the root symbols of each rule using a precedence and subterm comparison of arguments using lexicographic (or multi-set) order. We demonstrate a sample GS checking for sysT using the tool SOL, which has been already equipped with GS criterion. It proceeds as follows: *SOL> sn sysT sigT Found constructors: zero, succ Checking type order >>OK Checking positivity of constructors >>OK Checking call relation >>OK
• This is read as follows. In the HO case, checking the signature is also important to ensure SN. As in Coq or Agda's termination checking, the constructors of datatypes must be positive. Therefore, GS first checks such type conditions (first three lines). • In Checking (beta), it compares the root function symbols, and in this case the rhs is a meta-application M[N], then GS checks whether both metavariables M and N are safely used in lhs (called accessible), which is valid. • In Checking (recS), first it checks whether the metavariables V and X are safe in lhs, which is valid. Next it compares the lhs and rec(X,U,V) and the case (fun rec=rec) tries to check the subterm comparison of the arguments using left-to-right order, and since the first arguments of rec are s(X) and X, it is valid. Finally, X is safe. Hence all of the rules satisfy GS, therefore, SN.
Benefits. Various benefits of GS apply for SN proof. . This is true because GS checks each rule one-by-one using a call relation, as described earlier.
(M2) The checking process is similar to RPO. For that reason, techniques developed for FO rewrite systems with the recursive path ordering (RPO) [11] may be extended to a higher-order case with GS.
Weakness. However, GS is not perfect.
(W1) Non-heterogeneous modularity. The modularity described above is possible only when both A and B are checked by GS. Suppose that the case that A is proved to be SN by some other method (e.g. hereditary monotone functional interpretation [36] ) but not by GS, and B is proved to be SN by GS. Then we cannot ascertain SN of A ⊎ B. Practically, this is problematic.
(W2) Recursion must occur with structurally smaller arguments. Sometimes recursion happens with syntactically larger but semantically smaller arguments. For example, consider the following program of computing the prefix sum of a list, i.e., the list with the sum of all prefixes of a given list. => nil ps(cons(X,XS)) => cons(X,ps(map(y.X+y,XS))) |]
In the final rule, ps in rhs is called with a shorter list than cons(X,XS) in lhs, but syntactically, map(y.X+y,xs) is not a subterm of cons(X,XS). Threfore, the rule does not satisfy GS.
Succeeding developments. The weakness of GS has been improved by some benefits and results on semantics of second-order syntax and computation. We will explain these because they are the basis of our proof of the modularity theorem.
(S1) Higher-order semantic labelling [23] . The point (W2) has been improved by introducing the higher-order semantic labelling method [23] founded on the presheaf models of second-order syntax [16, 13] and computation [22] . Before explaining it, the following notion is needed: a quasi-model (A, ≥) of a second-order computation system C is a second-order algebra equipped with a preorder (i.e. a weakly monotone Σ-monoid [22, 23] ) in which, for every rule
ϕ is an interpretation of meta-terms using ϕ.
It is called well-founded (or SN) is ≥ is well-founded. If one finds a quasi-model for a given C, then one attaches semantic elements in the quasi-model to the rules of C. For the case of a rule of the prefix sum, one chooses a quasi-model of natural numbers with the usual order (where ps is interpreted as counting the length of the argument list). Applying the higher-order semantic labelling method, one obtains labelled rules [24] as: ps n+1 (cons(X,XS)) => cons(X,ps n (map(y.X+y,XS))) for all n ∈ N, where n is a label. The labelling, in principle, does not change the computational behavior, but it is effective to prove SN because since the call relation ps n+1 > ps n is well-founded, the rule can satisfy GS. The main theorem [23, Thm.3.7] of HO semantic labelling ensures that if the labelled second-order computation system combined with additional decreasing rules ps n+1 (X) => ps n (X) (which expresses compatibility of the computation relation ⇒ C with the order n+1 > n of the quasi-model) is proved to be SN, then the original system is SN. This development was motivated by the similarity of GS with RPO (M2) and FO semantic labelling [43] using FO universal algebra. Extending it to second-order computation system requires a notion of second-order algebra for models of computation, for which we have used Fiore, Plotkin and Turi's second-order algebraic structures: algebras on presheaves and Σ-monoids [16, 21, 22] .
(S2) Precedence termination for second-order rules [23, Thm. 5.6] .
Precedence termination is a notion of termination: if a well-founded relation ≻ exists such that for every FO rule f (t) ⇒ r ∈ C, every function symbol g in r, f ≻ g holds, then C is called precedence terminating, which implies SN. We have extended it to the second-order case, and obtained the following remarkable result: for any terminating positively well-typed second-order computation system can be transformed into a precedence terminating system by HO semantic labelling for which termination can be proved using GS. In fact, this does not mean that SN of any unknown computation system can be checked using GS. This merely means that an already known to be SN system (which is not necessary to satisfy GS) can be translated to a GS-checkable system. This is true because the proof of this translation is to attach terms of the original rewrite relation, which is the well-founded term model of the original system.
Proof ideas.
A modurlar termination theorem we want to establish is: if A is SN and B is SN, then C = A ⊎ B is SN. Since the assumption of SN is not necessary established by GS, an idea to prove it is (1) to use the precedence termination by HO labelling and (2) then to use GS to prove SN of it. But to apply HO semantic labelling, one must first seek a well-founded quasi-model of
, but proving that it is well-founded is difficult. In fact, it is nothing but the termination property (i.e. A ⊎ B is SN) we are seeking to prove. This means that the original HO semantic labelling is not quite appropriate. To overcome the difficulty, in this paper, we use a variation of semantic labelling. Instead of requiring a quasi-model of the whole rules, we now require only a quasi-model of A. We ignore the meaning of Σ B -meta-terms by treating them as ⊥, which gives a wellfounded quasi-model (T Σ V, ⇒ * A Proj ) (see Fig. 3 
Then we attach the Σ B -ignored A-terms to each A-rule as labels. We have a labelled computation system A lab ⊎ B, and try to prove SN of it by GS. To do so, we presuppose that B should be SN by GS. Then A lab -part is precedence terminating by labelling, and B-part is SN by GS by assumption.
Finally (i) Establishing the correctness of this variation of HO semantic labelling by Σ Bignored terms requires additional efforts, which is not an immediate consequence of the previous result [23] . It uses labelling with traces of reductions ( §5).
(ii) The condition of right-pattern on A restricts applicability of this theorem.
The point (ii) is problematic in view of applications because many practical examples are not right-pattern (e.g. the encoding of β-rule). We will drop this restriction by considering the explicit substitution version of A. The explicit substitution version of A means that every meta-application M[t] in it is replaced with a term sub(x.M[x], t). A sub gives essentially the same reduction as the original A, and preserves SN ( §4). Using them, we translate A (not necessary right-pattern) to its explicit versions A sub (right-pattern), and apply Modular Termination Theorem I to A sub and B. Then we obtain Modular Termination Theorem II (Thm. 23).
Termination of Explicit Substitution System
We state the following. For a computation system C, C is SN iff the explicit substitution version of C is SN.
We assume for each base type b ∈ T , the type V b of "the type of variables for b". Let (Σ, C) be a right-pattern computation system. Then we define
is the function symbol expressing explicit substitution. For brevity, we omit the subscript of sub hereafter. Here v is the constructor of a variable of an intended object system. Namely, v(x) represents a variable term.
We call a meta-application M[s] non-pattern if at least one of s is not a bound variable. Given a meta-term t of signature Σ, we define t sub of signature Σ sub to be a meta-term t in which each non-pattern M[s] is replaced with sub(x.M[x], s). For a signature Σ, the set SUB(Σ) of substitution rules is defined by
These define the explicit substitution version of C, i.e., a computation system (Σ var ⊎ SigSub, C sub ⊎ SUB(Σ var )) consisting of the rules (derived from C) using the explicit substitutions and the substitution rules.
Proof. Essentially by [7] . See Appendix C. 
Modular Termination Theorems for Second-Order Computation
In this section, we prove the main theorems of this paper. For space reasons, some proofs in this section are sketch. All the detailed proofs and relevant precise definitions are given in Appendix B. Given a computation system (Σ, C), a function symbol f ∈ Σ is called defined if it occurs at the root of the lhs of a rule in C. Other function symbols in Σ are called constructors.
Assumption 11. Let A and B be computation systems such that (viii) For each f (t) ⇒ r ∈ A, every metavariable occurring in r is accessible in some of t. We say that A is accessible for this condition. •
Labelled meta-terms. A labelled meta-term is a meta-term where a function symbol may have a subscript label which is a (non-labelled) term. First, under Assumption 11, we label function symbols in Σ A , and do not label other function symbols. We define the labelled signature by
terms are constructed by the typing rules in Fig. 1 using Σ lab , instead of Σ. The contextual set M Σ lab Z of labelled meta-terms is defined by collecting all labelled meta-terms.
Next we define two labelling maps lab ϕ and labtrace S that attach labels to plain meta-terms. Before presenting them, we need to define two functions to calculate the labels. The first function is a Σ A -meta-substitution ϕ A , which is a meta-substitution that ignores Σ B -meta-terms (i.e. mapping to ⊥).
For an assignment ϕ : Z → T Σ V, we define ϕ A (t) ϕ ♯ (ign B (t)).
Note that if A involves only Σ A -symbols, Ign B (A) = ∅. We define
. The second function to calculate labels is trace S (t) which collects all the traces of reductions by C starting from a term t = f (· · · ) if f ∈ Σ B . A variable assignment ρ : V → S is a type-preserving map from the set V of variables to a set S of terms, and tρ denotes a term where every free variable x in t is replaced with ρ(x), which should be capture-avoiding. If ρ : V → ∅, we assume tρ = t. We call a computation system C right-pattern when every rhs of C is a second-order pattern. We say a term t is almost SN if t is SN or all the subterms of t are SN. We say a term s is a substitute, when it appears in the second argument of sub as sub(x.t, s). 
Labelled reduction. We define labelled rules
and C lab A lab ⊎B, i.e., we only label A-rules. The labelled reduction on labelled terms is denoted by s ⇛ C lab t. To check SN of the labelled system, GS can be used because the whole proof of SN of GS [3] can be redone using labelled substitution instead of normal substitution, where the labels do not affect the proof essentially. We denote by s t if s is a subterm of t, s ⊳ t if s t and s t, and ⊲ is the inverse of ⊳.
Definition 19. The decreasing rules Decl(A) consists of rules
The next lemma states that every original computation step is strictly simulated by the labelled computation possibly using decreasing rules. Proof. A minimal non-terminating reduction sequence of C is transformed to an infinite labelled reduction sequence of C lab ∪ Decl(A) by labtrace S by Prop. 20.
We are now in the position to prove the first modular termination theorem. (
Note that in the case of (v)a., rhss of B may have Σ A -symbols.
Proof. We show SN of C = A ⊎ B by using Thm. 21. We first show C ′ C lab ⊎ Decl(A) = A lab ⊎ B ⊎ Decl(A) satisfies GS.
1.
A lab satisfies GS. For each f v (t) ⇒ r ∈ A lab , we show CC ∋ r by induction on the structure of meta-term r along Def. 32.
).
Then
is applied, CC ∋ r. 2. B satisfies GS by (I-2).
Decl(A) satisfies GS: We need to show that each rule
with v ( ⇒ A Proj ∪ ⊲) + w satisfies GS. This holds because GS checks the root symbols by (fun f v > d C ′ g w ) for f, g ∈ Σ A , and each metavariable is accessible in some argument of lhs.
We check well-foundedness of the call relation:
, ⇒ A Proj is wellfounded by (I-1), the union with the subterm relation and transitive closure preserves well-foundedness, and Σ A , Σ B , Θ are disjoint, and (v).
Therefore, C lab ⊎ Decl(A) satisfies GS, hence SN. Finally, applying Thm. 21, we conclude that C is SN.
Thm. 22 requires that A must be right-pattern. We can drop it, and prove a further variation modular termination theorem. (
Note that now A and B are disjoint and only share constructors in Θ.
Proof. We apply Modular Termination Theorem I (Thm. 22) to
. We need to check the assumptions of Thm. 22. We define
Because A is accessible and the positivity (II-3) of B, A sub ⊎ S is accessible, which satisfies Assumption 11(viii). (Without (II-3), it is not satisfied.) By Prop. 9 and the fact that (−) sub for signature affects only non-positive function symbols, (II-1) implies Remark 24. We can also prove a more general Modular Termination Theorem, which can contain Σ B -symbol in A-rules. This requires a version of preservation of SN (PSN) theorem of explicit substitution (Prop. 9) stating PSN of A⊎Ign B A, which holds because of the proof of PSN by higher-order semantic labelling (cf. Appendix C).
Remark 25. In [18] , theorems for showing termination of higher-order term rewrite systems by splitting problems into a first-order part and a HO part are presented. These theorems use dependency pair technique to prove termination. Our theorem differs in this respect. The A-part can be proved by any technique and is not necessary to be firstorder; B-part should be proved by GS. For example, our theorem covers the problem of extensions of explicit substitution in §6.2, but theirs does not cover it.
Applications and Evaluation
Modular Termination Theorems (Thm. 22,23) have wide applications. In this section, we show applications and explain our implementation and its evaluation.
Application 1: Heterogeneous modularity -monotone functional interpretation + the General Schema
We consider the following computation system cs, which is the union of the System T in §3 with filter on lists. The sysT satisfies GS as shown in §3, hence SN. However, filsys 1 does not satisfies GS directly. The reason is that GS regards that filter and filter2 are equal function symbols because of the mutual calls, hence in checking (fil2), it compares the arguments of filter and filter2 by lexicographic subterm comparison, which fails. There is another technique to prove termination of higher-order rules by interpretation [36, 37] by interpreting function symbols as monotone functionals over wellfounded posets, say, natural numbers with the usual ordering. In the case of filsys, by interpreting function symbols as,
all the rules are interpreted as strictly decreasing relation, which concludes SN of filsys.
Since filsys and sysT are disjoint, we apply Modular Termination Theorem II. We take A = filsys, B = sysT and conclude that A ⊎ B is SN because A Proj is SN by an interpretation and sigFil is positive. This is an example of "heterogeneous modularity" that improves GS's weakness (W1) metioned in §3.
Application 2: Extending Explicit Substitution System of λX-calculus
The λX-calculus [6] is an explicit substitution system of the λ-calculus. It is described as a second- Importantly, lamX does not satisfy GS directly [23] , which shows that GS does not always work. But the simply-typed λX-calculus has been shown to be SN by the reducibility method [29, 33] .
Consider the situation that one extends the λX-calculus by additional SN rules. To prove SN of such an extension, one need to take extra effort to reprove it by carefully modifying the reducibility proof. Instead, using Thm. 22, we can prove SN of it easier.
For example, consider the case one adds the recursor combinator rec to the λXcalculus. Adding the recursor to λX-calculus means not only to add the rules recursor to lamX, but also to add an extra case implementing substitution operation over recursor terms. We take
Since the rhs of (sub5) in A involves the function symbol rec defined in B, A and B are not disjoint. This setting satisfies Assumption 11 and the conditions of Thm. 22. Namely, A Proj is SN (using the method in [23] ), B is SN by GS, and the condition b. holds. By Modular Termination Theorem I (Thm. 22), λX with recursor A ⊎ B is SN.
Application 3: Splitting a System into FO and HO parts
If a computation system contains first-order computation rules, it is often useful to split the system into into the higher-order part and the first-order part to which we can apply a powerful termination checker for first-order term rewriting systems, such as AProVE. Modular Termination Theorem I (Thm. 22) can be used for this purpose.
Suppose that a computation system C can be split as C = A ⊎ B, where A is a set of FO rules without Σ B -symbols, B is a set of second-order rules and Assumption 11 is satisfied. Any FO rule is right-pattern by definition. Hence if the FO computation system A with Proj is SN (using any method), and B is SN by GS, then we can conclude that A ⊎ B is SN by Thm. 22. Implementation. We have implemented this FO splitting method by extending the tool SOL [25] . We call this extended version SOL. The system SOL consists of about 8000 line Haskell codes. The web interface of SOL is available 2 . Benchmark. Termination Problem Database (TPDB) 3 stores a collection of various rewrite systems for termination. In TPDB, "Applicative_first_order" problems and some other problems in the higher-order category contain such examples, which are mixture of difficult FO systems and HO systems. To show effectiveness of this method, we selected 62 problems from them and do benchmark to solve theses problems by the previously proposed system SOL (2017) [25] and the extended SOL (current version) for comparison. We conducted the benchmark on a machine with Intel(R) Xeon E7-4809, 2.00GHz 4CPU (8core each), 256GB memory, Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.3, and set timeout 400 seconds.
SOL (2017) solved 31 problems, and SOL (current version) solved 57 problems out of 62, which clearly improves SOL (2017). SOL (current version) could solve more 26
Result SOL Wanda SizeChangeTool  YES 199  151  93  NO  20  14  0  MAYBE 37  28  163  error  5  66  3  timeout 0  2  2 Score 219 165 93
The Table 5 in Appendix, where the use of the modularity method is indicated at the finial column.
Example. We show one of these problems: Applicative_05__mapDivMinusHard. This mapDivMinusHard does not satisfy GS because of (7), which is not structural recursive. SOL splits it into the FO part A = {(3)-(7)} and HO part B = {(1)-(2)}. Then A with Proj can be proved to be SN by an external FO termination checker and B satisfies GS. Then SOL concludes that mapDivMinusHard is SN by Thm. 22 .
As a more comprehensive evaluation, SOL participated in the Higher-Order Rewriting union beta category of the International Termination Competition 2018 held at the Federated Logic Conference (FLoC 2018) in Oxford, U.K. This event was a competition for the number of checked results of termination problems by automatic tools. In the higher-order category, 263 problems of higher-order rewrite systems taken from TPDB were given. Three tools participated in the higher-order category: WANDA [32] , SizeChange [5] , and SOL. SOL judged the greatest number of problems among three tools as shown in Definition 31. A computation system (Σ, C) induces the call relation on a signature Σ: f calls g if there is a rule defining f (i.e. whose left-hand side is headed by f ) in the right-hand side of which g occurs. Its reflexive and transitive closure is a preorder denoted by ≥ d C , the associated equivalence relation is denoted by = (Σ,C) , and the associated strict order is denoted by > d C .
Definition 32. Given f ∈ Σ, the computable closure CC f (t) of a meta-term f (t) is the least set CC satisfying the following clauses. All the meta-terms below are well-typed.
2. For any variable x, x ∈ CC.
3. If u ∈ CC then x.u ∈ CC.
where ⊲ lex is the lexicographic extension of the strict part of .
The labels (meta M) etc. are used for references in a termination proof using GS. The lexicographic extension ⊲ lex can be left-to-right or right-to-left comparison, or possibly multiset comparison according to f (so-called "status").
Definition 33. A computation system C satisfies GS if for every rule f (t) ⇒ r, CC f (t) ∋ r.
Theorem 34. Suppose that given a signature Σ and rules C satisfy: (i) the type order > T is well-founded, (ii) every constructor is positive, (iii) the call relation > d C is well-founded, (iv) C satisfies GS, then C is strongly normalising.
B Modular Termination Theorems for Second-Order Computation: Detailed Definitions and Proofs
We give precise definitions and proofs of §5.
Definition 35. We define a list generating function list b taking a finite set {t 1 , . . . , t n } of terms of type b and returning a tuple using the pairing as
where we pick a term t ∈ S by some fixed order on terms (such as lexicographic order of alphabetical order on symbols), and S ′ = S − {t}. This returns a tuple as list b ({t 1 , . . . , t n }) = t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n , ⊥ . If S is an infinite set, list b (S ) = ⊥. Hereafter, we will omit writing the type subscripts of ⊥, −, − , list, which can be recovered from context.
Remark 36. Applying Proj rules, we have list({t 1 , . . . , t n }) = t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n , ⊥ ⇒ * A Proj t i list({t 1 , . . . , t n }) = t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n , ⊥ ⇒ * A Proj ⊥.
Why we need the pairs is to make a term constructed by a trace of reduction, i.e. by collecting terms appearing in a reduction. Projection rules are used to pick a term from such a trace.
B.1 Minimal non-terminating terms
We use the notion of positions of a meta-term (Def. 29). We denote by >ε ⇒ * C a many-step computation step below the root position, by ε ⇒ C a root computation step (i.e., rewriting the root position), and by s t if t is a sub-meta-term of s (possibly s = t), and by s ⊲ t if s t, s t.
A minimal non-terminating term is a non-terminating term whose subterms are SN [19] . Let SN to be the set of all strongly normalising terms by the computation system C. We define the contextual set of minimal non-terminating terms as follows:
Σ V such that the following reduction sequence is possible:
Σ V and Q an infinite reduction sequence u = u 0 ⇒ C u 1 ⇒ C · · · Since all proper subterms of u are SN, Q must contain a root computation step. Suppose the first root computation step appears as (1) in Γ ⊢ u (2) ⇒ * C θ ♯ (l) (1) ⇒ C θ ♯ (r) : b where f (x 1 .l 1 , . . . , x n .l n ) = l. Since (2) is below the root step computation, it must be
. , x n .l n )) = θ ♯ (l) and for each i, and each t i of type b i , SN ∋ t i and Γ, x i ⊢ t i ⇒ * C θ ♯ (l i ) : b i and θ ♯ (l i ) ∈ SN by the assumption that all proper subterms of u are SN. Since l i is a second-order pattern, we see θ(M) ∈ SN for every metavariable M in l. Since θ ♯ (r) is not SN and θ is SN, there exists p such that rθ (θ ♯ (r)) | p ∈ T ∞ Σ V. The effect of trace S is exemplified as follows. we have trace S (plus(S(S(0)),0)) = <S(plus(S(0),0)),<S(S(plus(0,0))),<S(S(0)),⊥>>>
B.2 Substitutions
We need labelled substitutions that takes into account of labels.
Definition 39. (Labelled substitution) Let ϕ : Z → T Σ V be an assignment. The labeled substitution of labelled terms for variables using ϕ is an operation µ y ϕ (t; s), which takes a labelled meta-term t with free variables y = y 1 , . . . , y n and labelled terms s = s 1 , . . . , s n , and returns a labelled meta-term obtained by replacing every y i with s i . This is formally defined by
. , x 1 .µ y (|t m |; |s|))) where | − | forgets all labels of labelled meta-terms. The point is the last equation, where the label w is re-calculated after substitution. Hereafter, the superscripts y will be omitted.
Definition 40. (Labelled meta-substitution) Given an assignment for labelled metaterms θ :
, . . . , θ ♯ (t n i )) The only difference from meta-substitution in Def. 40 is to use µ θ instead of µ.
Labelled reduction. We define labelled rules
and C lab A lab ⊎B, i.e., we only label A-rules. The labelled reduction on labelled terms s ⇛ C lab t is obtained by the following inference system
c To check SN of the labelled system, GS can be used because the whole proof of SN of GS [3] can be redone using µ ϕ instead of normal substitution, where the labels do not affect the proof essentially.
B.3 Trace labelling method
We call a computation system C right-pattern when every rhs of C is a second-order pattern.
Fun(t) denotes the set of all function symbols in t.
. Proof. We prove both cases at once by induction on the structure of meta-term t. If θ ♯ (t) SN, then it is vacuously true. (a) If f ∈ Σ A ⊎ Θ, we have
The assumption t to be a second-order pattern is essential in the above lemma. Without it, the case (ii) does not hold because trace S and substitution for variables do not commute for non-patterns.
Since the trace map computes the traces of a Σ B -headed term and keeps the term for other terms, the following holds.
A Proj trace S (t) where S is a set which includes the set of all substitutes occuring in s ⇒ C t. Proof. By induction on the proof of ⇒ C .
A Proj trace S (θ ♯ (r)) = rhs (iii) Case the computation step is an instance of substitution rule l ⇒ r ∈ SUB(Σ B ) for d ∈ Σ B . Here we consider the case of unary d and a single substitute s as θ ♯ (l) = sub(x.d(y.t), s) ⇒ C d(y.sub(x.t, s))) = θ ♯ (r) for simplicity, and n-ary and multiple substitutes case is similar.
To prove a key Lemma 46 stating the simulation of ordinary reduction by labelled reduction, we need commutation lemmas that push the substitution θ (used for instantiating rules) outside.
Lemma 44. Suppose that A is right-pattern. Let θ : Z → T Σ V an assignment, and define θ labtrace S labtrace S • θ.
(2) If r is a sub-meta-term of the rhs of a rule of C and θ ♯ (r)
Proof.
(1) By induction on the structure of meta-term t. If θ ♯ (t) SN ∪ T ∞ Σ V, then it is vacuously true.
(a) If t = x, both sides are x.
where a = f (x.trace S θ ♯ (s)) i. Case f Σ A . As the case (1)-(c)-i, but replace "⇛ * Decl(A) " with "=".
ii. Case f ∈ Σ A . Now l ⇒ f (x.s) ∈ C with f ∈ Σ A by Assumption 11 (v)-b., Fun(s) ⊆ Σ A ⊎ Θ and s is a second-order pattern. 
The next lemma states the soundness of labelled computation, meaning that every original computation step s ⇒ C t is strictly simulated by the labelled computation labtrace S (s) ⇛ + C lab ∪Decl(A) labtrace S (t) possibly using decreasing rules.
S is a set which includes the set of all substitutes occuring in s ⇒ C t.
Proof. By induction on the proof of ⇒ C .
We have a labelled rule lab (trace S •θ) (l) ⇒ lab (trace S •θ) (r) ∈ C lab . By Lemma 44-(1),
. The last step is by Lemma 44-(2)
(The n-ary case: f (. . . , x.s, . . .) ⇒ C f (. . . , x.t, . . .) is derived from s ⇒ C t, is similar).
(i) Case f Σ A . Using I.H., we have
This establishes the following method for proving termination: if the labelled computation system is terminating, then the original one is terminating.
Theorem 47. If A is right-pattern and C lab ∪ Decl(A) is SN, then C is SN.
). By Lemma 44-(1), we have
. Now we show the contra-positive of the theorem. Suppose C is not SN. Then, there is an infinite reduction sequence
>ε ⇒ * C · ε ⇒ C · · · · Let S be the set of all substitutes occuring the above reduction sequence. By the above argument, we have labtrace S (t 1 ) ⇛ + C lab ∪Decl(A) · labtrace S (t 2 ) ⇛ + C lab ∪Decl(A) · · · · which makes an infinite labelled reduction sequence, hence C lab ∪ Decl(A) is not SN.
C Termination of Explicit Substitution System: Detailed Proofs
In this section, we prove the following: Let (Σ, C) be a computation system. For a computation system C, C is SN if and only if the explicit substitution version of C is SN.
The explicit substitution version of C is a modified C, where all meta-applications M[t] occurring in C are replaced with "explicit substitutions" sub(x.M[x], t). Moreover, it has additional substitution rules to perform sub(x.M[x], t) as substitution operation.
The explicit substitution version strictly simulates the original system C (Prop. 53). Why we need it is that to prove SN, the explicit substitution version has finer reduction steps than the original C, which is needed to analyse the modular termination behavior. Because of equivalence of SN on two systems, by establishing SN result of the explicit substitution version, we can conclude SN of C.
Almost the same theorem has been proved in [7] for "structure preserving" combinatory reduction systems. It seems the structure preserving restriction is unnecessary. In this section, we prove it by using the higher-order semantic labelling method [23] , which is different from the proof method of [7] .
C.1 Weak HOAS encoding
To prove Modular Termination Theorems in §5, we will apply GS to C sub . The General Schema requires the positivity condition on types, but the explicit substitution version C sub may break the positivity condition in (sub3) rule in §4, even if C satisfies it. We give a translation of types and terms which transforms a function type (a → b) appearing in the domain of a function symbol to a new type (V a → b), where V a is the type of variables, and the computation is essentially the same. This is known as the method of weak higher-order abstract syntax [12, 28, 16] used for mechanized reasoning. It is an encoding of binders in higher-order abstract syntax to give a positive inductive type, and has various good properties. The points of positivity and inductive types are necessary requirements in proof checkers such as Coq and Agda, because these provide an induction on the syntax and ensure totality (i.e. termination) of functions on the higher-order abstract syntax and decidability of type checking. These benefits are also useful for our aim. We use this methodology to apply GS to prove SN of C sub .
C.2 Explicit substitution
We define a signature for explicit substitution SigSub = {sub a,b : (a → b), a → b | a, b ∈ T } where sub a,b is the function symbol expressing explicit substitution. For brevity, we omit the subscript of sub hereafter.
We call a meta-application M[s] non-pattern if at least one of s is not a bound variable.
Definition 48. Given a meta-term t of signature Σ, we define t sub of signature Σ sub to be a meta-term t in which each non-pattern M[s] is replaced with sub(x.M[x], s).
Proposition 53. If s ⇒ C t then s sub ⇒ + C sub ⊎SUB(Σ var ) t sub . Proof. By induction on the proof of ⇒ C .
• Case (Rule). θ ♯ (ℓ) ⇒ C θ ♯ (r) for l ⇒ r ∈ C. Then we have l sub ⇒ r sub ∈ C sub .
Therefore θ ♯ (ℓ) sub = θ ♯ (ℓ sub ) ⇒ C sub θ ♯ (r sub ) ⇒ * C sub (θ ♯ r) sub by Lemma 52. Proposition 54. If (Σ sub , C sub ⊎ SUB(Σ var )) is SN then (Σ, C) is SN.
Proof. We show the contrapositive. Suppose C is not SN. Then there exists an infinite computation:
t 1 ⇒ C t 2 ⇒ C · · · By Prop. 53, we have t sub 1 ⇒ + C sub ⊎SUB(Σ var ) t sub 2 ⇒ + C sub ⊎SUB(Σ var ) · · · which means that C sub ⊎ SUB(Σ var ) is not SN.
Proposition 55. If (Σ, C) is SN then (Σ sub , C sub ⊎ SUB(Σ var )) is SN.
Proof. We define C ′ C sub ⊎ SUB(Σ var ). Suppose (Σ, C) is SN. We show (Σ sub , C ′ ) is SN. We first define a weakly monotone Σ sub -algebra T = (T Σ V, ⇒ * C ) whose operations are defined by f T (t) = f (t) ( f ∈ Σ), sub T (t, s) = t{x → s} i.e., every function symbol is interpreted as a function returning the term themselves, and sub is interpreted as performing the substitution. Therefore, all sub-symbols are consumed by the interpretation, and the resulting carrier of T is T Σ V, not T Σ subV.
We label all function symbols in Σ sub . We choose the semantic label set S = T Σ V. We take the label construction t f = f (t) ( f ∈ Σ), t, s sub = t{x → s}. Applying labelling to C sub , we have the following labelled rules. For each Z ⊢ l ⇒ r : b ∈ C sub , we have rules lab ϕ (l) ⇒ lab ϕ (r) ∈ C ′lab generated by all assignments ϕ : Z → T Σ V. The substitution rules are labelled as where w = f (y 1 .s 1 {x → k}, . . .), for ϕ : M → x.s, M i → x.s i , K i → k i (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
We show that the labelled computation system C ′lab satisfies GS.
(i) For a rule f v (t) = l ⇒ r ∈ C sub lab , we show it by induction on the structure of meta-term r along Def. 32. Originally, f (p) = l ⇒ M[s] ∈ C. Therefore, ϕ ♯ l ⇒ C u. Hence f (ϕ ♯ l) > d C sub u . By I.H., CC ∋ s, hence (fun f (ϕ ♯ l) > d C t ((Σ sub ) lab ,C ′lab ) sub u ) is applied and we have CC ∋ r.
(d) Case r = g w (s) with w = ϕ ♯ (g(s) ).
Since f (t) ⇒ g(s) ∈ C we have v = ϕ ♯ ( f (t)) ⇒ C ϕ ♯ ( f (s)) = w. Hence f v > d C g w . By I.H., CC ∋ s, hence (fun f v > d C t ((Σ sub ) lab ,C ′lab ) g w ) is applied, and CC ∋ r. (ii) For a rule l ⇒ r ∈ SUB(Σ var ) lab For (sub1), the rhs is obviously in CC.
Case (sub2). By definition of > d C , we have (a) sub w > d C f w (b) sub w > d C sub s i {x →k} because w ⊲ s i {x → k} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n Applying (fun ..) with (ii)a(ii)b and the accessibility of metavariables in r, we have CC ∋ r.
By this discussion, we have
C f t where f ∈ Σ, s, t ∈ S with s > t and > is the strict part of ≥ on S defined by s ≥ t ⇔ s (⇒ C ∪ ⊲) * t which is well-founded partial order. The call relation > d C is well-founded by wellfoundedness of >.
Then ((Σ sub ) lab , C ′lab ) satisfies GS. By higher-order semantic labelling (Thm. [23] ), (Σ sub , C ′ ) is SN.
